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INTRODUCTION

The State of Law and Governance

E

very day, Americans turn to democratically
elected legislators, executive branch officials,
and judges for the redress of their claims
and grievances. In this issue, Professors Michael
Kang and Joanna Shepherd consider the influences that impact the election of those officials —
including political action groups, individual and
corporate donors, the Democratic and Republican
parties, and large sums of money.

Our lead article by Professor Kang examines
the endgame of the federal campaign finance
system. Citizens United v. FEC allowed unlim-

ited contributions by unions and corporations for
electioneering. Limits on contributions to political
parties may be the next restriction to fall, as the
Roberts Court effectively dismantles the framework the Rehnquist Court put in place to prevent
political malfeasance, Kang says.
Today, regulation of individual level quid
pro quo isn’t enough, Kang argues, as campaign
finance is no longer so simple.
“The contemplation of group level quid pro
quo better maps the realities of campaign finance
where the major parties pervasively coordinate
both campaign finance and lawmaking,” Kang
writes. “The court’s conception of corruption,
in which individual candidates and officeholders operate entirely in isolation from others, is
absurdly simplistic given the major parties’
comprehensive involvement in nearly every aspect
of American politics.”
Professor Jonathan Nash’s window into
the very different politics of a not-toodistant past is similarly revealing. It’s New

York in 1977, and US Senators Daniel Patrick
Moynihan, a Democrat, and Jacob Javits, a liberal
Republican, reach an understanding.
“They had an agreement to divide
appointments to the district courts in the state:
The senator who shared party affiliation with the
president would be allocated three of every four
appointments, while the ‘out-of-party’ senator
would be allocated the rest,” Nash writes.
Previously, district court recommendations had
been used as a form of patronage, Nash says. Yet
when Senator Alphonse D’Amato took Javits’ seat,
he continued the new arrangement.
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A third article, co-written by Professors
Shepherd and Kang, analyzes two decades of
state judicial elections and financing. Nine of

10 state court judges are elected, and it’s been that
way for some time. But as judges began to rely
more heavily on election war chests, races became
more volatile.
“In 1980, just 26.3 percent of incumbent
judges were defeated, but by 2000 45.5 percent
of incumbent judges failed to win reelection,”
Shepherd and Kang write. Conscious of that
vulnerability, political parties today gather the
wagons around preferred judges and pour the
money in.
In the 1989 – 1990 election cycle, state supreme
court candidates raised less than $6 million.
Twenty years later, candidates for those seats
raised more than $38 million. In three of the past
six election cycles, candidates raised more than
$45 million.
We conclude with Professor Mary Dudziak’s
chapter on how law influences foreign
relations. “In the context of state-building, the

expansion of American empire, the management
of American public diplomacy, and the arena of
armed conflict, we might see law as simply a tool
that accomplishes goals that are ultimately driven
by the more fundamental determinants of power
and interest. In this sense, perhaps law is simply a
means to an end,” she writes.
But Dudziak disagrees. “The impact of law
is not limited in this way,” she says. “Law is
not simply an immediate tool. It creates and
structures future opportunities.” To illustrate, she
quotes US Supreme Court Justice Robert Jackson
on the difference between a military decision and
judicial ratification:
“A military order, however unconstitutional, is
not apt to last longer than the military emergency.
. . . But once a judicial opinion rationalizes
such an order to show that it conforms to
the Constitution, or rather rationalizes the
Constitution to show that the Constitution
sanctions such an order, the court for all time
has validated [it]. The principle then lies about
like a loaded weapon, ready for the hand of any
authority that can bring forward a plausible claim
of an urgent need.”

LAW AND GOVERNMENT

The Endgame for Election Contributions

P

rofessor Kang’s research focuses on issues
of election law, voting and race, shareholder
voting, and law and politics. His work has
been published by the Yale Law Journal, New
York University Law Review, and Michigan
Law Review, among others. Kang also serves as
coeditor of the book series Cambridge Studies in
Election Law and Democracy, and coauthored
a chapter for the first book in the series Race,
Reform, and Regulation of the Electoral Process.
Kang visited Cornell Law School during spring
2008 and Harvard Law School in spring 2009.
He clerked for Judge Michael S. Kanne of the
US Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit and
worked in private practice at Ropes & Gray in
Boston before joining Emory Law in 2004.
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Excerpt: The Brave New World of Party Campaign Finance Law
Michael S. Kang

J

im Bopp, the conservative campaign finance
lawyer coordinating the ongoing deconstruction
of the federal campaign finance system, predicted
confidently in a recent interview that, “We’re in
the endgame. . . .It’s already begun.” It is hard to
argue with him. A Rehnquist Court that routinely
upheld campaign finance regulation against constitutional challenges has given way to a Roberts
Court that consistently strikes down nearly every
kind of campaign finance regulation it has reviewed,
from aggregate contribution limits, to restrictions on
corporate electioneering, to public financing. This
methodical dismantling of campaign finance law,
orchestrated by the tag team of Jim Bopp and Justice
Anthony Kennedy, has narrowed the government’s
regulatory interest in campaign finance to little more
than restrictions on candidates and parties. Now, their
crosshairs may target one of the final remaining categories of regulation — restrictions on party campaign
finance.
Given the Roberts Court’s skepticism about
campaign finance regulation, it might seem inevitable
that judicial deregulation of party campaign finance
ends up a final piece in Jim Bopp’s putative endgame.
Indeed, the constitutional analysis that would authorize party-sponsored Super PACs also could prove an
existential threat to campaign finance reform, leaving
almost nothing left of the federal campaign finance
system in the end. Arguments that did not gain
traction with the Rehnquist Court found their audience with the Roberts Court intent on cabining the
government’s anticorruption interest to a narrow view
of quid pro quo exchange.
However the Roberts Court proceeds, a strict
view of quid pro quo corruption under Buckley v.
Valeo does not necessarily compel the deregulation
of party campaign finance. This article presents a
simple extension of the court’s approach to quid pro
quo corruption that would encompass the regulation
of party campaign finance. The court’s paradigmatic
framing of quid pro quo exchanges envisions them
occurring in pairwise fashion between an individual
contributor and individual officeholder, with officeholders each acting alone and exclusively positioned
to offer the necessary quids in exchange for campaign money. The article builds on the basic premise
that what can be plausibly exchanged between an
individual contributor and individual officeholder can
similarly be exchanged between a contributor and a
group of officeholders who agree to cooperate. To
the extent that the government can regulate the risk
of the former quid pro quo exchange at the individual
level, the government should be able to reasonably
regulate the risk of the latter quid pro quo exchange
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involving a group of officeholders acting together at
a collective level.
In fact, the contemplation of group level quid pro
quo better maps the realities of campaign finance
where the major parties pervasively coordinate both
campaign finance and lawmaking. The court’s conception of corruption, in which individual candidates
and officeholders operate entirely in isolation from
others, is absurdly simplistic given the major parties’
comprehensive involvement in nearly every aspect of
American politics. The major parties are constituted at
their core by candidates and officeholders and have
as their raison d’etre the efficient coordination of
their candidates’ and officeholders’ campaign finance
and lawmaking activity. The formal party committees
regulated by campaign finance law are essentially
a collection of party candidates and officeholders
who largely raise the committees’ funds, direct their
spending, and coordinate their activity with other
aspects of party business. Even though group-level,
party-mediated corruption does not characterize all
of what parties do, just so individual level corruption does not necessarily characterize a great deal
of what individual candidates and officeholders do.
Nonetheless, the plausible risk of corruption provides
a constitutional basis for the reasonable regulation
of both.
Part of campaign finance law’s failure to track
contemporary campaign finance is the ironic result
of the Rehnquist Court’s earlier sympathy for the
government’s interest in regulating campaign finance.
By eagerly adopting broader expansions of the government’s regulatory interest beyond the paradigm
of quid pro quo corruption, the Rehnquist Court
obviated the need to complicate the core conception
of quid pro quo corruption. Now that the Roberts
Court has rejected those broader expansions, the
Roberts Court retreats to a core conception of quid
pro quo corruption that is underdeveloped and does
not track contemporary concerns about modern
campaign finance. A group-based approach to quid
pro quo corruption offers a new path forward for a
future court less hostile to campaign finance reform
and willing to build on intellectual groundwork that
can be set forth now.
This article demonstrates how such an approach
would apply to several pressing issues of party
campaign finance law the Court will soon confront. I
explain that the federal prohibition on contributions
by federal contractors, as well as similar state payto-play laws, rely implicitly on a group-level intuition
about quid pro quo corruption. These prohibitions
target a specific class of potential contributors with
concrete private gains to be immediately realized

through quid pro quo corruption. As such, the blanket prohibitions draw from the intuition that party
relationships require broader prohibitions to cut off
party-related campaign finance, which might consummate quid pro quo deals through the party relationships intrinsic to federal lawmaking. I next revisit
the federal prohibition on party soft money, which is
under similar criticism and legal challenge as the federal pay-to-play law. I argue that the Rehnquist Court
was justified in upholding the federal soft money ban
but could have relied on a group level theory of corruption more faithful to the original Buckley conception of quid pro quo exchanges. Finally, I criticize the
arrival of the party-sponsored Super PAC, at least as it
has been introduced at the state level and advocated
at the federal level. I explain that the constitutional
analysis that might shield a party Super PAC from
government restriction opts for reflexive formalism
over a sensible understanding of the government’s
interest in campaign finance regulation. The same
analysis could lead ultimately to campaign finance
law that regulates only direct contributions to candidates themselves and almost nothing else.
In the end, however, the push for deregulating
party campaign finance might be more political than
constitutional. Not long ago, the policy question
whether to deregulate party campaign finance would
have been addressed on its merits within a larger
context of a fully functional federal campaign finance
system. But today, any policy question about campaign finance law occurs within a campaign finance
system that already has been thoroughly deregulated
under the Roberts Court. Citizens United v. FEC
helped usher in the nearly complete deregulation of
independent electioneering, free of source restrictions
on corporations that had applied nearly a century
long and of contribution limits on nonconnected
committees since the Federal Election Campaign Act
(FECA) amendments. Following such rapid transformation of the campaign finance ecosystem, political
consensus about the proper direction of regulation
has dissolved.
The normative case now for the traditional campaign finance regulation of parties is far less clear
than it was within the comprehensively regulated
system of not long ago. Today, commentators from
the political left and right are pushing for deregulating party campaign finance based on the shifting
balance of power between the major parties and
outside groups, including nonconnected Super PACs
and 501(c) organizations deregulated since Citizens
United. These outside groups boast nearly unlimited
fundraising capacity but come without the same
level of political accountability and responsibility as
the major parties. Commentators hope that giving
party committees similar fundraising capacity through
deregulation would increase their influence vis–à–vis

outside groups and reverse the decentralization of
party politics in this Super PAC era. So too, the formal
party committees might exploit their deregulation
to reposition themselves more firmly in the center
of today’s campaign finance world that has shifted
centrifugally so far in the direction of outside groups.
Centralizing campaign finance back in the formal
parties might moderate partisan polarization against
countervailing sources of fragmentation and ideological extremism.

A worrisome empirical
literature is documenting
how the democratic
system appears to respond
overwhelmingly to the
stratified preferences of the
wealthiest Americans, who
also happen to account
for the preponderance of
campaign financing.
The normative concern with this analysis is that it
focuses too heavily on this balance of power among
political elites to the neglect of basic distributional
concerns about representation. It is difficult to believe
that deregulating the parties to engage in the same
type of courting and solicitation of the very wealthy
as Super PACs does much to mitigate the ongoing
distributional shift of the political system toward the
interests of the very wealthy. A worrisome empirical
literature is documenting how the democratic system
appears to respond overwhelmingly to the stratified preferences of the wealthiest Americans, who
also happen to account for the preponderance of
campaign financing. Allowing parties to engage in
deregulated campaign finance, focused on fundraising ever-larger amounts from the same very wealthy
donors, may do more good than harm in this sense.
A party Super PAC, for instance, could encourage
parties to behave more Super PAC than party, given
the influence and ideological preferences of the few
wealthy donors on whom it would depend.
— from The Brave New World of Party Campaign
Finance Law, 101 Cornell Law Review 531 (2016)
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The Age of Tolerance in New York

T

he study of federal courts and jurisdiction
is one of Professor Nash’s specialties, along
with courts and judges, and domestic and
international environmental law. Before coming
to Emory Law, Nash served as the Robert C.
Cudd Professor of Environmental Law at Tulane
University. He has served as a visiting professor
at the University of Chicago Law School and
Hofstra University School of Law and also has
been a visiting scholar at Columbia Law School.
His work has been published in Columbia
Law Review, Cornell Law Review, Iowa Law
Review, Michigan Law Review, NYU Law
Review, Northwestern University Law Review,
Notre Dame Law Review, Stanford Law Review,
Southern California Law Review, Vanderbilt Law
Review, and Virginia Law Review, among others.
His scholarship has been cited by numerous courts,
including the United States Courts of Appeals for
the Sixth, Eighth, and Ninth Circuits.

SELECTED PUBLICATIONS
Articles
A Functional Theory of Congressional Standing,
114 Michigan Law Review 339 (2015)

Jonathan R. Nash
Professor of Law

BA, Columbia University, 1988
JD, New York University School of Law, 1992
LLM, Harvard Law School, 1999
Scholarly interests: administrative law, civil procedure,
courts and judges, environmental law, federal courts,
law and economics, legislation and regulation,
property law

Environmental Law in Austerity, Pace Environmental
Law Review (2015) (with James Salzman & J.B. Ruhl)
Expertise and Opinion Assignment on the Courts of
Appeals: A Preliminary Investigation, 66 Florida Law
Review 1599 (2014)
Standing’s Expected Value, 111 Michigan Law Review
1283 (2013)
Rethinking the Principal-Agent Theory of Judging,
99 Iowa Law Review 331 (2013) (with Rafael I. Pardo)
On the Efficient Deployment of Rules and Standards to
Define Federal Jurisdiction, 65 Vanderbilt Law Review
509 (2012)
Does Ideology Matter in Bankruptcy? Voting Behavior
on the Courts of Appeals, 53 William & Mary Law
Review 919 (2012) (with Rafael I. Pardo)
Prosecuting Federal Crimes in State Courts, 97 Virginia
Law Review 243 (2011) (with Michael G. Collins)
The Institutional Dynamics of Transition Relief,
85 New York University Law Review 391 (2010)
(with Jonathan S. Masur)
Null Preemption, 85 Notre Dame Law Review 1015
(2010)
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Excerpt: Interparty Judicial Appointments
Jonathan R. Nash

T

he dominant view in legal, economic, and political
science literature is that the ideology of a lower
federal court judge is largely predicted by the ideologies of the nominating president and the relevant
state’s senators who are of the same political party
as the president. This view finds support in what is
assumed to be the practice of arriving at federal judicial nominees: The president makes the nomination,
but determines the identity of the nominee only after
having consulted with the senator, or senator, of the
same party from the state in which the judge will sit.
(If there is no such senator, then the president is free
to nominate whom he pleases.)
At the same time, a competing literature
questions the dominant approach and its theoretical
underpinnings. This literature advances instead the
nominating president’s ideology alone as the better
predictor of a lower federal court judge’s ideological
leaning. Commentators argue that, especially in
recent years, the White House has exerted greater
control over the selection of lower federal court
judges. Moreover, whatever recommendations
arrive at his desk, it is the president who decides
whether or not to put a name in nomination. Thus,
it is reasonable to expect a judge would owe great
allegiance to the president who nominated her.
I evaluate these competing theories empirically.
To do so, I rely upon a natural experiment that
arose in the state of New York from 1977 to 1998.
During that time, New York was represented in the
Senate by one Democrat (Daniel Patrick Moynihan
throughout the period) and one Republican (Jacob
Javits from 1977 – 1980, and Alphonse D’Amato
from 1981 – 1998). Throughout that 22-year period,
the two senators had an agreement to divide
appointments to the district courts in the state:
The senator who shared party affiliation with the
president would be allocated three of every four
appointments, while the “out-of-party” senator
would be allocated the rest.
The original allocation of district court judicial
nominees between New York senators of different
parties originated in 1977 as an arrangement
between Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan, a
Democrat, and Senator Jacob Javits, a liberal
Republican. That arrangement persisted during the
four years — 1977 – 1980 — that Senators Moynihan
and Javits served jointly in the Senate.
Alphonse D’Amato defeated Senator Javits in
the Republican primary, and then won the general
election in 1980. He quickly announced that he
would continue the practice that Senators Moynihan
and Javits had established, in response to which
Senator Moynihan commented: “This is extremely

gracious of Senator-elect D’Amato, and I thank him.”
From his election, Senator Moynihan employed
a judicial screening panel to sort through and
identify suggestions for nomination. The panel was
of bipartisan composition and purported to select
nominees based upon merit. Senator D’Amato
adopted a similar practice when elected, although he
reserved for himself the final call on any suggestions
passed along to the president.
The Moynihan-D’Amato arrangement persisted
over the years. One bump in the road was
Moynihan’s 1985 suggestion that President Ronald
Reagan nominate William E. Hellerstein to the
Southern District of New York. President Reagan
rejected Hellerstein, leaving Moynihan to fume
that Reagan did not want to appoint individuals
with backgrounds in legal aid. Though Moynihan
claimed that the decision “corrupts the system
of appointment,” the episode did not affect the
Moynihan-D’Amato relationship; indeed, D’Amato
had joined Moynihan in recommending Hellerstein’s
nomination. Other episodes when presidents declined
to follow through on the suggestion of a senator
from the opposing party similarly did not derail the
practice.
Over the years, each senator would fight for the
other senator’s nominees. In fact, it was Senator
D’Amato who “helped push through a vote” on
President Bill Clinton’s elevation of Judge Sonia
Sotomayor to the Second Circuit, in the face of
Republican opposition.
The Moynihan-D’Amato arrangement lasted as
long as both men served jointly in the Senate. It
(like its predecessor arrangement between Senators
Moynihan and Javits) was unusual.
One might ask why the senators agreed to
enter into this arrangement. Three answers suggest
themselves, each drawn from three goals senators
might have in choosing nominees for the district
courts: having federal judges who fulfill certain
political aims, choosing prospective judges based
on merit, and handing out patronage positions to
political allies.
Consider first the notion that senators try to have
judges appointed who will fulfill certain ideological
goals. Such an understanding undergirds at least one
major way that political scientists use to predict how
a judge will perform on the bench. If this assumption
is accurate, why would Senators Javits and Moynihan
have entered into the original agreement, and
why would Senators Moynihan and D’Amato have
agreed to continue it in 1981? One answer, offered
by Senator D’Amato in Senate testimony, is that the
(continued on following page)
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(continued from previous page)
senators shared a wish for a more balanced judiciary.
It is unclear, however, why (from a self-interested
perspective) a senator would want to achieve such
a goal. The explanation also begs the question why,
if indeed each senator had such a goal in mind, he
or she might not implement on his or her own, by
simply recommending prospective judges with
different political attitudes. Perhaps a better way to
think of the strategy is that, over time, each senator
would like to ensure that at least some judges will
share his or her political beliefs and that, on that basis,
one senator might be willing to surrender judicial
selections now in order to receive some in the future.
Still, the question remains why the majority party
senator would agree to such an arrangement without
knowing whether he or she would ever find herself
a member of the Senate minority. (As it turned out,
Senator D’Amato enjoyed 12 years with a Republican
president and six with a Democrat.)
Second, consider that Senators Javits, Moynihan,
and D’Amato all employed judicial merit selection
committees. To the extent that merit dominated the
selection process, perhaps political differences would
not impede an arrangement to allow the minority
party senator to recommend judicial nominees. And,
consistent with this story, the two senators’ selection
panels sometimes had overlapping membership. Still,
if merit truly was the goal to the exclusion of politics,
one wonders why the two senators wouldn’t simply
have created a unified merit selection panel.
Third, consider that senators may like to award
appointments to politically powerful allies. Historically,
district court recommendations were a form of
patronage. While political considerations have been
found to play a larger role in judicial selection in the
years beginning with the Carter administration, that
remains less so with respect to district court selections.
On this logic, senators might agree to a power
sharing arrangement on the ground that more judges
would owe their jobs to them, and/or to ensure
them some opportunities for patronage appointments
even when their party was not in power in the
White House.
Finally, the arrangement seems to have continued,
and flourished, under Senators D’Amato and
Moynihan in no small part because of the close
relationship between the two. An interview with
Senator D’Amato confirmed the high esteem in which
Senator D’Amato held Senator Moynihan.
In the end, some combination of these
explanations is probably closest to the truth. Neither
Senator Javits, nor Senator Moynihan, nor Senator
D’Amato was particularly partisan. Senator Javits
was a liberal Republican. Senator Moynihan had
substantial roles in the Kennedy, Johnson, Nixon,
and Ford administrations; his first recommendation
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to President Clinton for a district court appointment
was a liberal Republican whom Senator Javits had
unsuccessfully advanced years earlier. Senator
D’Amato has a reputation for relying upon substantial
political patronage. Moreover, his political loyalties
often cross party lines. He has recommended
Democrats for the district court bench; more recently,
rumor has it that he worked to forestall a serious
Republican challenge to his former intern — and now
Democratic New York Senator — Kirsten Gillibrand’s
election bid. In this sense, merit and political
considerations, as well as personal relationships, may
have complemented ideological considerations in
selecting prospective district court judges.
To conduct the analysis, I constructed a novel
dataset of all successful nominees to the federal
district court benches in New York from 1977
to 1998. I look to how those judges meted out
sentences in criminal cases as a proxy for ideological
leaning, and then examine how the ideologies of
nominating presidents and recommending senators
predicted judicial ideological leanings in decision
making.
The empirical analysis finds no evidence that
senatorial ideology has a statistically significant effect
on district judge decision making. At the same time, it
finds that indeed the nominating president’s ideology
does have a statistically significant effect. The findings
thus are consistent with the second (minority) view of
district judges’ ideological leanings.
The case study is valuable in at least three ways.
First, insofar as the study finds no evidence of
senators’ influence on district court decision making,
the study draws at least somewhat in question the
dominant view today that federal judges’ ideological
leanings are best estimated by the ideologies of
the president and recommending senator(s). If the
theory is accurate at all, then one surely would have
expected a senator from an opposing party to have
an influence on judges he recommends for the
district courts.
Second, most extant empirical studies of the
federal courts focus on the Supreme Court, and next
on the federal courts of appeals, rather than the
district courts. This study sheds greater light on the
understudied confirmation practices involving district
court nominees, and on predictors of ideological
influences on district judges’ decision making.
Third, the study highlights how important it can
be to drill down into particular practices that senators
may have used at certain times in determining who
was nominated for the district courts, and how their
nominations fared.
— from Interparty Judicial Appointments, 12 Journal
of Empirical Legal Studies 664 (2015)
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M

uch of Professor Shepherd’s research
focuses on topics in law and economics,
especially on empirical analyses of legal
changes and legal institutions. Her recent work
has examined issues related to the healthcare
industry, tort reform, employment law, litigation practice, and judicial behavior. Her work
has been published in the Michigan Law Review,
Vanderbilt Law Review, Southern California Law
Review, New York University Law Review, Duke
Law Journal, and UCLA Law Review, among
others. Shepherd teaches torts, law and economics, analytical methods for lawyers, statistics for
lawyers, and legal and economic issues in health
policy. Before joining the Emory law faculty,
Shepherd was an assistant professor of economics
at Clemson University. In addition to her position
at the law school, she also serves as an adjunct
professor in Emory University’s Department of
Economics.
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Finance, 86 Southern California Law Review 1239
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Employment, and Production, 66 Vanderbilt Law
Review 257 (2013)
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Excerpt: Partisanship in State Supreme Courts: Campaign Contributions and Judicial
Decision Making
Joanna M. Shepherd & Michael S. Kang

W

hile roughly nine of 10 state court judges must
be elected by voters, judges elected under
partisan systems are uniquely tied to political parties.
In partisan elections, parties influence judicial decision
making in at least two ways. First, they selectively
recruit candidates and provide their critical support to
candidates who they believe are committed ideologically to their favored positions. Second, the importance
of this party support in future elections also looms
prospectively over sitting judges’ decision making and
incentivizes them to decide cases in ways that attract,
or at worst do not alienate, their respective parties.
Through either of these channels — a selection effect
or biasing effect — political parties can influence judicial decision making. Indeed, the nature of partisan
election systems inevitably causes judges’ decisions to
be shaped by political parties. As Justice Sandra Day
O’Connor once explained, “Partisan judicial elections
are specifically designed to infuse politics into the law.”
In this article, we advance new methodological
approaches to inform our understanding of partisan
voting among state supreme court judges. Despite
the critical role of parties in partisan judicial elections,
very little is understood about the empirical
relationship between political parties and judicial
decision making. In a recent book studying the
behavior of federal judges, Epstein, Landes, and
Posner (2013) detail the influences on federal judges’
partisan decision making. Our analyses explore the
empirical relationship between the political influences
of judicial elections and judicial campaign finance —
both unique to the state level — and judicial decision
making by the state supreme courts.
For these analyses, we employ two different
measures of partisanship. Our first measure of
partisanship in judicial decision making is ideological
voting — voting for conservative or liberal litigants
in cases that seem especially likely to reveal divisions
between conservative and liberal judges. Our second
measure of partisanship is party cohesiveness — the
reluctance of judges to vote in opposition to the
majority of judges from their party.
Our first analysis finds that campaign contributions
from a political party are related to judicial voting
in cases in the party-preferred ideological direction.
Republican judges are significantly more likely to vote
in favor of conservative litigants, and Democratic
judges are significantly more likely to vote in favor of
liberal litigants. Moreover, we find that the amount of
money the judges receive from the Republican Party is
positively associated with the likelihood of voting for
a conservative litigant. That is, although Republican
judges are already significantly more likely to favor
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conservative litigants, this preference for conservative
litigants is greater in proportion to the amount of
money received from the Republican Party. In contrast,
the relationship between political party contributions
and ideological voting is weaker among Democratic
judges.
As we emphasize here and in earlier work, our
analyses do not focus on untangling selection and
biasing effects. The positive association between
Republican Party contributions and ideological voting
may occur because party money is disproportionately
directed toward more conservative judicial candidates
such that greater party contributions are associated
with more extreme ideological voting. The positive
association may occur because campaign finance
considerations bias judicial candidates and sitting
judges into anticipating party sponsors and attracting
party money by deciding cases in the party-preferred
ideological direction. In this article, we make little
effort to parse these two potential causal pathways.
We believe that either explanation is likely to worry
those concerned about judicial campaign finance,
albeit in potentially varied directions with different
policy prescriptions.
Our second analysis explores the relationship
between party campaign contributions and a different
measure of partisanship in judicial decision making —
party cohesiveness. We find evidence that Republican
judges are more likely than Democratic judges to
vote with other judges in their party. Campaign
contributions from the Republican Party appear to
reinforce this party cohesiveness. Money received
by Republican judges from the Republican Party is
negatively associated with a likelihood of casting votes
in opposition to those of other Republican judges.
In sum, our empirical analyses find that party
campaign contributions are associated with both
measures of partisanship in judicial decision making
by partisan-elected state supreme court judges.
However, we also find that the results are generally
stronger and more consistent for Republican judges
and campaign contributions from the Republican
Party across the board. The Republican Party appears
better able than the Democratic Party to leverage
its campaign finance contributions to produce
party-preferred voting by partisan-elected judges.
Democrats have the long-standing reputation
of being less organized and cohesive than their
Republican counterparts. We find that this stereotype
about the major parties may contain some truth
when it comes to judicial decision making and party
campaign finance.

Judicial Elections, Partisan Politics, and
Campaign Finance
Today, judicial elections, partisan politics, and campaign
finance interact as never before, but major political
parties have always played an important role in the
history of American judicial elections. States have
experimented with different forms of judicial selection
throughout American history, adapting to perceived
threats from party politics and money to strike the right
balance between independence and accountability in a
cycle of evolution that continues today.
Although there is great variation in judicial
selection methods today, all state judges at the
nation’s founding were initially appointed to the
bench by the state legislature or executive. It was not
until the 1840s that worries about political influence
on the judiciary led to the adoption of judicial
elections in many states. Reformers in these states
hoped that judicial elections would produce more
politically independent judges than did executive or
legislative appointment because popular elections
might “insulate the judiciary … from the branches
that it was supposed to restrain.” Every state that
entered the Union from 1846 until 1959, more than a
century later, adopted judicial elections.
However, by the turn of the 20th century,
Progressive Era reformers found that judicial
candidates needed party nominations to be electorally
competitive and thus relied on party support to win
judicial elections. As a result, by 1927, 12 states
switched from partisan elections to nonpartisan
elections with the hope of removing the partisan
influences on judges. Still other states opted for the
merit selection plan, also known as the Missouri Plan
after Missouri became the first state to adopt it in
1940. Under merit selection, a bipartisan commission
compiles a list of qualified applicants for judgeships
from which the governor appoints candidates who
then in turn face only unopposed retention elections
on a nonpartisan basis. By 1980, 21 states and the
District of Columbia had adopted merit selection for
selecting some or all of their judges.
Today, almost 90 percent of state appellate judges
must regularly be reelected by voters, but states are
divided across four different principal systems of
judicial selection and retention: partisan elections,
nonpartisan elections, gubernatorial appointment,
and merit plans. Only three states grant their highestcourt judges permanent tenure. Judicial election is
even more common in the selection of lower-court
judges, with 19 states using partisan elections to
name judges to their trial courts or lower appellate
courts, if not their supreme court, and another 21
states using nonpartisan elections for at least some
judicial positions.
State judicial elections over the past 20 years,
however, have once again become more politicized.

Only 4.3 percent of incumbents were defeated in
nonpartisan elections during the 1980s, but this figure
nearly doubled by 2000, with 8 percent of incumbents
defeated in these elections. Partisan judicial elections
became more competitive, even more so than elections
for congressional and state legislative incumbents over
the same period of time. In 1980, just 26.3 percent of
incumbent judges were defeated, but by 2000 45.5
percent of incumbent judges failed to win reelection.
With the new competitiveness of judicial
elections, campaign spending has likewise increased
dramatically. For comparison, state supreme court
candidates raised less than $6 million in the 1989 – 90
election cycle. For the 2009 –10 election cycle,
candidates raised more than $38 million, and in three
of the last six election cycles, candidates raised more
than $45 million. As a result, elected judges describe
increasing pressure to raise campaign contributions
during election years. Levels of campaign spending
are particularly high for partisan judicial elections.
From 2000 to 2009, campaign spending on judicial
races was roughly three times greater for states with
partisan elections, with candidates raising about
$153.8 million across nine states, compared with
$50.9 million in 13 states with nonpartisan elections.
With the competitiveness and expense of judicial
elections, political party support has again become
important for judicial candidates, but in today’s
media-heavy election world, a newly important
element of this party support comes in the form of
campaign finance contributions. Table 1 reports the
average contributions of political parties to state
supreme court candidates from 1989 to 2010. The
data capture only direct contributions from the parties
to the judicial candidates’ campaigns; they do not
capture independent expenditures and issue advocacy.
As a result, the data certainly underestimate the total
spending of political parties on judicial campaigning
and do not include spending by party-allied groups
and contributors. Parties not only contribute
money directly to their judicial candidates but, just
as important, also connect their candidates to
sympathetic party financiers and a deep network of
lawyers and advisers to help them succeed in judicial
campaign finance (see Streb 2007, for a description
of the support provided by political parties to judicial
campaigns). Parties are in the business of winning
offices, and campaign finance is another means of
advancing their nominees’ electoral prospects and
achieving their political ends.
— from Partisanship in State Supreme Courts:
The Empirical Relationship between Party Campaign
Contributions and Judicial Decision Making, 44
Journal of Legal Studies 161 (2015) (with Michael
Kang)
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Excerpt: Legal History as Foreign Relations History
Mary L. Dudziak

“

W

hy did the law matter?” an eminent diplomatic
historian once asked of a legal historian.
Wouldn’t an episode in US international history have
turned out the same way even if law had not been
part of the story?
This kind of question has been central to the
traditional divide between legal and foreign relations
history. Skepticism about law as a causal force is the
common justification for not focusing on law. That
skepticism is based on methodological assumptions
about what drives diplomatic history. But just as legal
historians have not always been clear enough about
the reasons their subject matters, foreign relations
historians have been lax in their justifications for
neglecting law, even as the role of law and lawyers
in foreign relations history has expanded through the
20th century and after.

Law does not follow after
American encounters with
the world. It is part of the
way the world is imagined
and understood.
This divide is driven, in part, though limitations
in the way historians sometimes view law, and the
way lawyers sometimes view history. At times, law
is thought to be rather one-dimensional: if the law
requires X, and X doesn’t happen, then law has not
had an impact. As I will explain, this way of thinking
about law is too simple. In some contexts, lawyers
(though generally not legal historians) approach
history in a parallel, oversimplified way. History is
reified into a stable and knowable past, as compared
to the webs of evidence that historians sift and
interpret. In the context of constitutional originalism,
for example, if the past is knowable in a finite way,
then past understandings can constrain the present,
enabling “history” to be an anchor protecting against
contemporary judicial activism. Neither law nor
history is as stable as these approaches suggest. And
even though it can often be argued that law, by itself,
did not produce a particular outcome, this can be said
of many important variables in the history of foreign
relations.
In this chapter, I will show that law is already
present in some aspects of foreign relations history.
Using human rights as an example, I will explore

the way in which periodization of legal histories is
tied to assumptions and arguments about causality.
I will illustrate the way law has worked as a tool
in international affairs, and the way law makes
an indelible mark, or acts as a legitimizing force,
affecting what historical actors imagine to be possible.
Influential work on the methodology of legal history
shows the way law can help to constitute the social
and political context within which international affairs
are conducted. And I will argue that the presence of
law and lawyers in the history of US foreign relations
can no longer be ignored. . . .

Law as a Constitutive Force
In the context of state-building, the expansion of
American empire, the management of American
public diplomacy, and the arena of armed conflict,
we might see law as simply a tool that accomplishes
goals that are ultimately driven by the more
fundamental determinants of power and interest. In
this sense, perhaps law is simply a means to an end.
When useful, law is relied upon to accomplish a goal.
Viewed this way, perhaps the answer to the question
about what law does in diplomatic history is modest,
and perhaps skeptics about law are correct that the
most important features of the history of foreign
relations lay elsewhere.
The impact of law is not limited in this way,
however. Law is not simply an immediate tool. It
creates and structures future opportunities. Robert
Jackson is again helpful, this time in his role as US
Supreme Court Justice. He described the impact of
law in his dissent in the World War II internment case
Korematsu v. United States (1944). It is one thing
for military authorities to take harsh action, he noted.
Judicial ratification can have more lasting harm.
A military order, however unconstitutional,
is not apt to last longer than the military
emergency. . . . But once a judicial opinion
rationalizes such an order to show that it
conforms to the Constitution, or rather
rationalizes the Constitution to show that the
Constitution sanctions such an order, the court
for all time has validated [it]. The principle
then lies about like a loaded weapon, ready
for the hand of any authority that can bring
forward a plausible claim of an urgent need.
Legal precedent extends a ruling beyond the
context that gave rise to it. Jackson continued: “Every
repetition imbeds that principle more deeply in our
law and thinking and expands it to new purposes. . . .
(continued on following page)
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(continued from previous page)
[I]t has a generative power of its own, and all that it
creates will be in its own image.”
Leading legal historian Robert Gordon explains
the generative power of law in an influential article
“Critical Legal Histories.” “Law” and “society” have
often been thought of as separate domains, with law
responding to changes in society. But Gordon argues
that the social context is not separate from law.
Instead, law helps to create it.
It is just about impossible to describe any set of
“basic” social practices without describing the
legal relations among the people involved—
legal relations that don’t simply condition
how the people relate to each other but to
an important extent define the constitutive
terms of the relationship, relations such as lord
and peasant, master and slave, employer and
employee, ratepayer and utility, and taxpayer
and municipality.
For example, it would be hard to argue that law
was unimportant to a slave society because slavery
itself “is a legal relationship: It is precisely the slave’s
bundle of jural rights (or rather lack of them) and
duties vis-a-vis others (he can’t leave, he can’t
inherit, he has restricted rights of ownership, he
can’t insist on his family being together as a unit,
etc.) that makes him a slave.” Gordon argues that
“understanding the constitutive role of law in social
relationships is often crucial not only in characterizing
societies but in accounting for major social change.”
Lauren Benton describes the dynamic relationship
between law and its social context in A Search
for Sovereignty: Law and Geography in European
Empires, 1400 – 1900. In the context of European
colonialism, she writes, “every collection of
travelers or settlers operated on the assumption of
a legal relationship binding subject and sovereign,
and every group recognized a formal division of
authority between lower and higher levels of legal
authority.” Often the “law” that mattered was
not the formal legal code found in law books, but
the law as remembered or practiced in colonial
settings. Law’s impact on sojourners and settlers
“was grounded in their knowledge about past legal
practice as well as suppositions about possible future
legal entanglements.” Various kinds of “inventive
applications of law” were “a familiar kind of strategic
cultural practice.” As ship captains and others built
law into their communications, law “represented
an important epistemological framework for the
organization and evaluation of evidence of all kinds.”
Benton argues that what might have looked like “an
empty box of lawlessness, a legal void, was in fact
full of law.”
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In Benton’s work, it is law and geography that
are tangled together in a “malleable epistemological
foundation.” What about law and foreign relations?
Like the slaves in Gordon’s example and the ship

A military order, however
unconstitutional, is not
apt to last longer than the
military emergency. . . .But
once a judicial opinion
rationalizes such an
order ... the principle then
lies about like a loaded
weapon, ready for the hand
of any authority that can
bring forward a plausible
claim of an urgent need.
captains in Benton’s, American diplomats, military
officers, political leaders, migrants, and others
operate with an understanding of the world, and of
their own status, that is shaped in part by law. Law
does not follow after American encounters with the
world. It is part of the way the world is imagined
and understood. The law that matters is not always
formal law “on the books.” To borrow from Benton,
it is also the law that is remembered, “grounded
in their knowledge about past legal practice as
well as suppositions about possible future legal
entanglements.” As this chapter has shown, even
American national identity itself is generated and
understood in part through law.
Perhaps a danger of this formulation is that if law
seems to be everywhere, perhaps it is too amorphous
to do actual work in foreign relations history. But as
we have seen in the example of law on the battlefield,
the practice of lawfare shows that even armed
conflict is mixed up with law. There is no “non-law”
component to remove from it. Law is more than a
tool, to be used or ignored. It marks the terrain of
battle; it crafts the pathway of the bullet.
— from Legal History as Foreign Relations History, in
Explaining the History of American Foreign Relations
(3rd ed., Frank Costigliola & Michael J. Hogan eds.,
2016)
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